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          Joshua led the retreat from his formidable mother. Marcus followed on 
  his heels. They were well out of range of the room before he ventured:
        "From   that   conversation,   I   can   only   assume   that   you've   kept   your 
  relationship with my cousin to yourself."
          Joshua was evasive.
        "It's a long and complicated story."
        "If you have the time - I have the time. If you haven't got the time - I 
  suggest you find it!"
        They entered a large sitting room.
          "This is yours, Marcus, the bedroom and facilities are through there. Of 
  course, Leah will be accommodated elsewhere."
          "About Leah. If I know my cousin, she will be setting the record straight 
  at this very moment!"
          Joshua sank into a seat.
        "I can assure you, there's no ulterior motive."
        "I would expect Leah to make sure there wasn't!"
        "It's   just   that   Maman   -   my  mother,   has   a   fixation   about   getting   me 
  married off. Until I met Leah, I had no intentions of complying. I've attempted 
  to dedicate my efforts to the service of the Lord and the Kingdom of Peace. It 
  has left very little time for romantic attachments."
        "But now, you've found the time?"
        "I've fallen  in love, Marcus - and I have to confess to feeling a little 
  foolish - if I was younger, it would be called calf love, but I'm a middle aged 
  man with a reputation for isolating myself from the ladies. As soon as Maman 
  realises   that   I've   become   attached   to   someone,   she'll   waste   no   effort   in 
  making sure the entire Kingdom is informed of it - it will mean an exhausting 
  sequence of evening gatherings, where I'll be put on display like a prize bull 
  in a show ring!" 
          Marcus exploded into a howl of laughter.
        "It isn't funny, Marcus - you don't know my mother!"
          Marcus suppressed his laughter.
        "I have a fair idea, I live with the male counterpart. Joel never misses a 
  trick   to   manoeuvre   unsuspecting   females   across   my   widower's   path.   He 
  declares that I'm a bad example to the younger generation. Six months ago, 
  he set he sights on Leah and was determined to act the match maker. He 
  doesn't know about your relationship, of course, and he still holds high hopes 
  for my nuptials."
          Joshua's eyes widened.
          "You're joking!"
        "My friend, your tangled love life is causing me no end of trouble! I had 
  to insinuate to Asher that Michael ben Levi had a prior claim to Leah, before I 
  could  persuade  him to  allow her  to  come on this trip  with  me. Be a  good 
  fellow and make your intentions clear to all concerned, or I might easily find 
  myself declaring the marriage vows!"
          Joshua had recovered his equilibrium. He smiled.



        "Now, I can see why Joel raised only half hearted objections to you 
  making this trip. You appear to have hidden talents as a negotiator. It seems, 
  I would be well advised to watch my step!"
        "I'm told that no one can match Joshua Aristides in a debate. It is said 
  that he always wins."
          Joshua shook his head from side to side.
          "Flattery   is   also   considered   to   be   a   negotiator's   ploy,   Marcus 
  Steinbecker!  Now, if you will excuse me, I had better rescue Leah from my 
  little tyrant!"
        His host left  the  room and Marcus was left to  explore.  His  quarters 
  were   beautifully   appointed.   Large,   airy   rooms  with   high   ceilings.   Windows 
  ranged from floor to ceiling and opened out on to a private balcony. Below it, 
  the lush, green gardens stretched as far as he could see. Around the house, 
  as if cupping it in a hand, the high Sierras filled the skyline.
        He sealed  the door and gave  himself the luxury of wallowing  in the 
  bath. It was a time for contemplation. The real Joshua had been revealed to 
  him. The tough negotiator had been shown to have a human side. He had 
  also   been   shown   that   there   were   divisions   of   opinion   in   his   household. 
  Marcus wondered about Miriam Aristides and for the first time, wished that he 
  had studied her Profile. He had no doubt that Leah had done so, Asher ben 
  Jacobi would have insisted upon it. 
        It   was   obvious   that   she   was   very   old,   a   contemporary   of   Joel   - 
  perhaps,   a   child   of   one   of   the   Survivors.   From  their   brief   conversation,   it 
  looked as if she supported the idea of the finality of the thousandth year and 
  opposed   the   negative  attitude   of  her  son.  She   was  an  unlikely   ally,   but  it 
  would be worth remembering.
        He dressed and waited for the next episode to unfold. There was little 
  else he could do. He had no idea where Leah would have been quartered 
  and in any case, he was a spare wheel on the chariot of Joshua and Leah. 
  He reminded himself that he wasn't there to advance the cause of true love. 
  Four   and   a   half   years   was   all   that   remained   before   the   thousand   year 
  anniversary of the establishment of the Kingdom.
        The door control chimed. He activated the control and felt like ducking 
  for   cover   when   he   saw   Leah's   militant   expression.   He   retreated   into   the 
  centre of the room.
        "I wish I hadn't come!"
        "I take it that you're little chat with Maman was - difficult?"
        "I don't like deception, Marcus! I have always been taught to be open 
  and above board."
          "Very commendable traits, Leah."
        "I   don't   call   deceiving   that   dear,   old   lady,   commendable.   I   fail   to 
    understand why you didn't correct her when you had the chance!"
        "I presume you set her straight?"
        Leah hesitated.
        "I was about to - and then Joshua came back."
        "So, he set her straight?"
        "No!"
          "Ah!"
          "And what is, Ah, supposed to mean?"



        "It  means that Joshua Aristides  is afraid  to  tell  his mother that he's 
  fallen madly in love with you!"
          "Marcus!"
        "Well he has! The poor man is besotted with you! He is also scared 
  stiff of his mother's reaction."
        Her face was flame red.
        "He has no reason to be - his mother spent most of the time telling me 
  that nothing would please her more than seeing Joshua with a woman, quote: 
  'just   like   me',   unquote.   What's   more   to   the   point,   how   do   you   know   he's 
  besotted with me, as you call it?"
        "He told me."
        She looked scandalised.
        "He told you? You've been talking about me?"
          "Among other things."
        "Such as?"
          "Michael ben Levi - and Joel's attempts to marry you off to me!"
        "How dare you!"
        "I thought it might stir up the reluctant swain! What are cousins for?"
        He grinned at her and she stared back unsmiling.
        "They say that the older generation has nothing better to do than act 
  as matchmakers!"
        "Well, I am old enough to be your grandfather! Just think, in another 
  eighteen years, so too will Joshua!"
        She   turned   and   left   the   room  without   another   word.   He   reproached 
  himself.   He  ought   to   know better   than  to   be   provocative,  perhaps  he   was 
  getting   old   after   all.   He   had   said:   'in   another   eighteen   years'.   If   Joel   and 
  Asher were right, the physical creation might not then exist anymore. 
          Having driven away his only avenue of companionship, he was once 
  again left to his own devices. He returned to the balcony and looked out over 
  the gardens. The sun was already setting, he had to peer sideways, along the 
  flank of the house to watch it. In Jerusalem, it was already well into the night. 
  It would be a sleeping city where the citizens dwelt in peace, an unwalled 
  city,  waiting  for   the   rising   of  Gog.   He  shivered   and  wondered   how  long   it 
  would take for Gog to be prepared and his Horde to be gathered.
        The sun dropped down behind the flanks of the mountains as if it was 
  being extinguished in the vast waters of the ocean beyond the ancient Pillars 
  of Hercules. In the mythology of ancient Greece, Hercules had braced  his 
  legs, straddling from Europe to Africa and had forced the Pillars apart. Now, 
  man had restored the connection. He was interrupted by the door chime, he 
  activated it from the balcony. Joshua entered and walked out to the balcony.
        "We   don't   have   the   impressive   view   Asher   can   command   and   I 
    understand, Joel's home commands and wonderful vista."
          "You have never been to Salem, Joshua?"
        His host shook his head.
        "That  pleasure   has  been   denied  to   me. I  would  have   liked  to   have 
  visited Joel in his lair - and also, to see the places where Carl was active. 
  There   is   a   little   known   portion   of   my  family   history,   Marcus.   I   have   some 
  connection with Salem. I see that surprises you! My mother's mother was a 
  Survivor who came from your country! The story goes that she escaped from 



  the nuclear onslaught on her city and after many adventures, found refuge 
  high on a hillside. When the Kingdom was established, she came down into a 
  small town and eventually was united with my mother's father. He was the 
  leader of their community."
          Marcus leaned back on the parapet.
          "That's a remarkable connection, Joshua! My grandfather was Carl, as 
  you  know. In  his  last  years,  he  recorded  a holographic  chronicle  of those 
  times. I feel sure I have viewed a similar story. So, your mother, Miriam, was 
  born in Salem?"
          Joshua shook his head.
        "My   grandmother   came   down   into   a   small   town,   there   is   another 
  fragment of the story, which tells how she renamed it. She called it Bethany, 
  that's where my mother was born. Perhaps, you know Bethany."
          Marcus nodded agreement.
        "It's a small city about a hundred and fifty kilometres from Salem."
        "My grandfather's name was Taggert - Sam Taggert!"
          Marcus nodded.
          "Your grandmother's name was - Jean - no - June!"
          "That's   quite   correct!   She   was   quite   a   formidable   lady,   by   all 
  accounts."
        "Just like - "
        "Just like my little tyrant, Marcus!"
        "I meant no offence!"
          "And none was taken!"
          There was a moment of silence. He went on:
        "Leah is a little disturbed."
        "Leah is - unsettled - by the situation."
          Joshua sat on the parapet.
        "I'm waiting the proper moment to talk to Maman."
          "Make it soon, Joshua. Leah is already wishing she hadn't decided to 
  come!"
          "She needs reassuring."
        "I repeat, I'd make it soon!"
        "I came to tell you that we gather in one hour. I have arranged a small 
  reception in your honour."
        "I am flattered."
          "You   have   no   reason   to   be.   Everyone   wants   to   look   over   my 
  formidable opponent - but I hope also, my friend!"
        "I   am   told   that   friends   can   sometimes   speak   more   openly   than 
  enemies."
          "Then,   we   will   always   be   open   with   each   other,   my   dear   brother 
  Marcus."
        He   was   left   alone   again.   He   knew   he   couldn't   help   liking   Joshua 
  Aristides, but he was determined that this would not cause him to blunt the 
  arguments   Joel   and   Asher   wanted   him   to   present.   The   first   great   test 
  promised to be at the reception he was about to attend. He didn't attempt to 
  rehearse his arguments, knowing the futility of doing so in a volatile situation. 
  He had been well  schooled and well  briefed  by Joel  and Asher and knew 
  their arguments by rote.



        He made his way alone toward the murmur of voices. There was no 
  sign of Leah. He would have liked to escort her but he had failed to find out 
  where she had been quartered. He hoped Joshua would do the honours, but 
  that   hope   was   dashed   when   his   host   greeted   him  at   the   entrance   to   the 
  reception room and spent a considerable amount of time introducing him to 
  people   whose   names   he   promptly   forgot   as   soon   as   he   heard   them.   He 
  began to realise that his memory was not as retentive as once it had been.
        During   a   lull   in   the   introductions,   he   spied   Leah   approaching   and 
  hurried to take her arm.
        "I didn't know where to find you."
        " - And you thought Joshua might do the honours."
          "Something like that."
          Joshua started to repeat his task of introductions. Marcus eased away 
  and watched them. 
        "They look good together, Marcus Steinbecker!"
        He turned to find Miriam at his elbow. She returned his look without 
  blinking. He took the plunge.
        "I've thought that for quite a while, Mrs. Aristides."
        She smiled radiantly.
          "That's   an   ancient   term  -   Mrs.   They   tell   me  it   was   already   ancient 
  before the Destruction. Originally, it meant mistress of the house - before that 
  term assumed unfortunate connotations."  
        "What shall I call you."
        "What do you call, Joel?"
        "Father Joel - sometimes, uncle."
        She laughed softly.
          "Mother Miriam - I don't think so! Aunt - not that either. You will call me 
  plain - Miriam! In our common homeland, we were always direct. Now, tell me 
  the truth about Leah and Joshua!"
        "Leah is my cousin."
        "I've read her Profile - now, kindly tell me about Leah and Joshua!"
          "Joshua should answer your questions, Miriam."
        She smiled again.
          "Joshua  told  me that  you  are  a man renowned  for your  integrity  - I 
  think that is what he finds attractive about you. He is supposed to be your 
  adversary in debate on a very important issue - and yet, you still try to protect 
  him - from what? From me?"
          "Perhaps, from being considered vulnerable instead of invincible. He 
  has lost a battle with his heart. I think he loves Leah but is appalled that he 
  might be considered a middle aged fool - an old man running after a woman 
  young enough to be his granddaughter."
        She eyed him quietly.
        "Did he tell you that - or is that how you feel yourself?"
          "Joshua and I are about the same age, Miriam. It is a consideration."
        "The difference is, that you once married and are now a widower - yes, 
  I   read   Profiles   too!   -   Joshua   never   took   the   plunge   to   commit   himself   to 
  marriage. His excuse was and is, that he has always been too busy - and now 
  you tell me, he thinks he will look foolish?"
        "I believe so, Miriam."



          "Then, he can't love the girl as he should! If he really loved her, such 
    foolishness wouldn't be a consideration. Don't you agree?"
        "It is possible, Miriam."
        "Ah! The negotiator speaks! Tell me, if you loved Leah, would you be 
  ashamed to let the world know?"
        "But, I don't love her."
        "Are you sure, Marcus Steinbecker?"
        She didn't wait for his answer. He thought about the question, toying 
  with his glass of fine wine. Did he love Leah? It wasn't the same question as 
  whether he was free to love Leah. He knew he wasn't free to do so whilst 
  Joshua Aristides expressed his interest. He couldn't and wouldn't enter into 
  competition   for   her.   That   was   something   they   did   in   the   days   before   the 
  Destruction. He knew he was evading the question, the real question. Did he 
  love Leah? He knew in his heart that the answer was - yes.
        An electronic  toner  announced  that  dinner  was ready to  be  served. 
  The   hundred   or   so   guests   performed   the   ancient   ritual   of   escorting   their 
  partners to  the  table.  He waited  to  see if  Joshua  attempted  to take   Leah. 
  Instead, it was his mother's arm he secured. Marcus took Leah by the elbow 
  and hoped his smile was reassuring. They were placed together at the table. 
  He   felt   Miriam's   eyes   on   him  and   looked   across   to   her.   The   unanswered 
  question was still  in their tranquil depths. Did he love Leah? He could now 
  provide the answer.
        The   conversation   was   kept   deliberately   neutral   during   the   main 
  courses of the meal. It was only afterwards that the conversation was adroitly 
  shifted to the subject he had come to discuss - perhaps, the proper word was 
  - argue. The  generalities  of discussing  the current level  of activity in  their 
  area of responsibility, was the key for Joshua to apply the pressure.
          "Marcus   Steinbecker   is   firmly   of   the   opinion   that   we   await   the 
  termination of all things. He is of the school that does not allow for a change 
  of heart by our Father!"
          Marcus smiled slowly.
          "Perhaps, I am of the school which advocates the consistency of our 
  Father."
          Someone else at the table interjected.
          "Then, you dismiss the evidence of what happened at Nineveh? You 
  do not believe that our Father is prepared to alter his mind?"
          Marcus turned and smiled once more.
        "I suggest that the circumstances of Nineveh and the release of Satan 
  are hardly comparable. In the case of Nineveh, the population was living in a 
  way which displeased our God and Jonah was sent - after some hesitation on 
  his  part  -  to  tell  them of impending  destruction.  Scripture  records  that  the 
  population,   from   the   king   to   the   humblest   citizen,   repented,   dressed   in 
  sackcloth and heaped ashes on their head. It was then that God decided to 
  alter   His   plans.   With   the   release   of   Satan,   a   very   different   outcome   is 
  forecast. The peaceful pursuits of the Kingdom will be undermined. 
        Our Father has the intention of applying a final test. It is to see who 
  will follow the released Satan. The whole objective is to separate those who 
  remain  faithful  from those  who become faithless  - and  then  will  follow the 
  Judgement.  I am  firmly  of  the   opinion   that  our   Father   will   not  change   His 



  purpose in the way that He did in Nineveh. There was an important factor in 
  Nineveh which will not be present in our time. The factor is this - the people, 
  from the king to the humblest, repented! Those who choose to follow Satan 
  will not repent!"
          Those   at   the   table   remained   silent,   they   stared   at   Marcus.   He   felt 
  almost totally alone, apart from Leah. He looked across the table to Miriam. 
  She was smiling a little, she nodded.
        "Well said, Marcus Steinbecker."
          Joshua regained the initiative.
        "Now, you can see what a formidable opponent I have for a friend!"
          There   was   a   general   relaxation   and   murmur   of   laughter.   Marcus 
  managed a little smile.
        "I'm sorry if I made a speech at the dinner table!"
          "You are forgiven, Marcus! I shouldn't have introduced the topic. We 
  will have plenty of time for discussions during the rest of your visit. Now, I 
  suggest we adjourn and enjoy the singers."
        It was a night without a moon, starlit and utterly clear. The peaks stood 
  black   against   the   sky.   The   air   was   warm  and   a   slight   breeze   stirred   the 
  foliage  in  the garden. Marcus was mildly surprised to find Leah still  at his 
  side. Joshua had made no attempt to claim her. He sensed her uneasiness. 
  The   surprise   visit   was   not   going   the   way   she   had   expected   and   he   felt 
  powerless to help her. He felt very protective and tried to persuade himself 
  that it was a cousinly attitude, but he knew it was much more than that.
        In   an   open   space   amongst   the   trees,   a   group   of   singers   had 
  assembled.   He   felt   a   thrill   of   anticipation.   The   Andalusian   singers   were 
  renowned. In ancient times they had had a style of music and dance all their 
  own. The tradition continued, but he was sure they were not to be treated to a 
  display of the ancient arts. Joshua would have arranged something special, 
  something   more   in   keeping   with   the   visit   of   two   delegates   to   discuss   the 
  weighty matters of the termination of the Kingdom of Peace.
        He was correct. He sat with Leah on a duel bench and listened to the 
  beautiful voices blending in the words of an ancient psalm of David the king.

    'The earth is the Lord's and all that is in it, the world and those who dwell 
                                        therein.
    For it was he who founded it upon the seas and planted it firm upon the 
                                  waters beneath.
                    Who may go up to the mountain of the Lord?
                      And who may stand in his holy place?
      He who has clean hands and a pure heart who has not set his mind on 
                      falsehood, and has not committed perjury.
    He shall receive a blessing from the Lord and justice from God his saviour.
    Such is the fortune of those who seek him, who seek the face of the God of 
                                        Jacob.
  Lift up your heads, you gates, lift yourselves up, you everlasting doors, that 
                          the king of glory may come in.
                              Who is the king of glory?
              The Lord strong and mighty, the Lord mighty in battle.
  Lift up your head, you gates, lift them up, you everlasting doors, that the king 



                                of glory may come in.
                          Who then is the king of glory?
                      The king of glory is the Lord of Hosts.’


